M60 Rugged 6”
Android Handheld

Accessory Guide

One Mobile Platform.
Many Accessories.
Countless Applications.
ACCESSORY GUIDE
INSTRUCTIONS

The M60 rugged handheld computer has a full line of purpose-built accessories to support a wide variety of applications and workflows.

Use this guide to identify which accessories apply to your needs and assemble a lineup that will work perfectly for your unique workflow requirements.
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M60 Rugged Handheld Computer Accessories

Docking Solutions
The M60 Vehicle Charge Cradle offers a secure and ergonomic mounting solution for the handheld device while users are in transit. This accessory also allows for fast device charging. Simply connect the cradle to the cigarette lighter or USB port in the vehicle or forklift to access a power source while the device is docked.

**Key Features:**
- Holds M60 Handheld securely in place
- Connection to cigarette lighter USB power
- Easily mounted in vehicles or forklifts
- Standard 90-day warranty
- 3rd party mounting components and mounting balls sold separately

**Part Numbers:**
300145 (vehicle dock with USB cord)
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Power
The M60 Desktop Charger provides a convenient way to rapidly recharge your handheld device after a long day in the field or on the shop floor. Just drop the M60 into the desktop charger in your office or at home and the battery will be back at 80% in approximately two hours. Head back out the door with a fully charged battery in less than five hours, even if it was completely drained when you plugged it in.

**Key Features:**
- Convenient option for rapid charging the M60
- Just drop the M60 into the charger
- Charges the M60 to 80% in 2 hrs
- Total charge time up to 5 hrs
- LED lights indicate charge status
- 90-day warranty

**Part Number:** 450147
The M60 Replacement battery is a great investment for organizations that want to keep the handheld device operating at top performance levels. Over time, batteries wear down. They are a consumable item. This replacement battery will restore your devices to peak runtime. Battery Warranty Options may be available. Please contact sales for more info.
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Input Devices
With the single-button scan capabilities of the M60 Barcode Scanner Module, workers will be able to exceed internal productivity standards very quickly. Simply point and click to scan any barcode affixed to your inventory, then watch as this handy little handheld computer automatically populates the applicable data fields in the enterprise application of your choosing. No special software or app is required to take advantage of these advanced asset tracking technologies. This is a factory-installed option. It is not sold separately.

**Key Features:**
- Integrated Option to support Materials Workflows
- Easy to insert barcode scanner data into an application
- Dedicated scan button on side of unit
- Can be used with or without handstrap
- Optional barcode module is factory-integrated into the back of the M60
- 1-year warranty

**Note:** Must be ordered at the time of tablet purchase (factory installed)

**Part Numbers:**
200904 (M60 with Barcode Scanner Module)
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Barcode Scanner Module

Specifications:

BARCODE SCANNER:

• Sensor
  CMOS sensor with 640 x 480 pixel resolution

• Illumination & Aiming
  White LED illumination; Red LED dot aimer

• Typical frame rate
  30 frames per second

• Motion Tolerance
  Up to 100 cm/s (4 in/s) for 13 mil UPC at optimal focus

• Field of View
  Horizontal: 37.8°, Vertical: 28.8°

• Scan Angles
  Tilt: 360°, Pitch: ± 45°, Skew: ± 45°

• Symbol Contrast
  35% minimum print contrast ratio

• Symbologies

  2D Stacked: Codablock A, Codablock F, PDF417, MicroPDF417

  2D Matrix: Aztec Code, Data Matrix, MaxiCode, QR Code, Chinese Sensible(Han Xin) Code

  Postal: Australian Post, British Post, Canadian Post, China Post, Japanese Post, Korea Post, Netherlands Post, Planet Code, Postnet

Note: Must be ordered at the time of tablet purchase (factory installed)

Part Numbers:
200904 (M60 with Barcode Scanner Module)
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Carrying Options
M60 Carrying Options

M60 Handstrap

Although the pocket-sized M60 is known for its easy-to-grip design, the optional Handstrap improves worker comfort during long periods of use. Just attach this lightweight nylon and leather strap to the back of the handheld to ensure the device stays securely in hand while users are on the move. It can be used with or without the M60’s optional built-in barcode scanner.

Key Features:

- Enhances worker comfort for long shifts
- Lightweight elastic nylon and leather strap
- Can be used with or without optional barcode scanner
- 90-day warranty

Part Number:
410049 (Handstrap)
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M60 Belt Pouch

This lightweight Belt Pouch enables users to keep their M60 handheld within reach at all times. Just slide the handheld into this nylon fabric accessory to secure your pocket-sized Android device while on the move from one job to the next.

Key Features:

- Hands-free carry option attaches easily to belt
- Comfortable black nylon fabric
- 90-day warranty

Part Number: 410051 (Belt Holster Pouch)
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Other
The M60 Screen Protector is an optically clear, thin protective film with a coating designed to reduce reflections. It ensures a clear, sharp display view, even in brightly-lit conditions. The Screen Protector supports touch screen and pen display interactions while providing a tough barrier against everyday scratches. Also includes a LCD Polishing Cloth to keep your display clean and smudge free.

Key Features:
- Thin film protects screen from scratches and cracks
- Supports touch and pen interactions
- Includes screen cleaning cloth

Part Numbers:
400021 (screen protector 3 pack)
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Screen Cleaning Cloth

Keep your display clean and smudge free with an approved wiping cloth. These cloths are especially designed to remove dirt and skin oils without damaging the display surface.

Part Numbers:
400000 (Screen Cleaning Cloth)
Contact

Zebra Technologies Corporation
3 Overlook Point
Lincolnshire, IL 60069

www.zebra.com
www.xploretech.com